
Site Council minutes
9/15/21
Webex virtual meeting
Attendees: Dr. Jared Comfort, principal
Travis Harrod, chair and parent
Amber Baranski, vice-chair and parent
Amy Shellhorn, PIF and secretary
Erica Schneider, parent

Welcome and review of minutes from last year: Approved and seconded

Review/revise site council bylaws: The following amendments were adopted by the group-
Revise the language under MEETINGS in the bylaws to “The council shall meet a minimum of 2
times per year.” as well as “4 council members, including at least 2 parents, constitutes a
quorum.”

Elections: The positions will remain the same with Travis Harrod serving as chair, Amber
Baranski serving as vice-chair and Amy Shellhorn serving as secretary.

Complete BOY portion of Site Council survey: We talked through the purpose of site council
and then shared our level of understanding this purpose. We resulted in 4 expressing a level 4
understanding and 1 expressing a level 3 understanding.

Reviews school initiatives/goals for this year: Dr. Comfort shared the 4 goals that Schwegler
staff are focusing on for the school year. The goals start forming with the guiding coalition for the
school and then are sent to the district for final approval and feedback. The goals are outlined
below:

1. Guaranteed and Cohesive Curriculum: Learning objectives aligned across grades and
subjects with dedicated resources and materials.
Included in this is the second goal of having 80% of students at or above proficiency on
grade level priority standards based on CFAs and reported by PLCs by the end of each
quarter.

3. Student Centered learning: support and provide opportunities that match student’s
individual needs and interests-using at least 2 strategies from each area of WICOR from
AVID program.

4. Social/emotional support and safety for students: In collaboration with families and
community partners, support healthy social, emotional and behavioral development of
students to ensure schools are safe. Use green tickets, behavior logs and CI3T
implementation to increase engagement and connection of all students.

Goal review/questions/comments: It was suggested by a parent to share these goals and
information with the rest of Schwegler on the website and in the monthly newsletters. Another



parent had a question about teachers communicating about the number of green tickets that
students receive and it will vary teacher by teacher how often they share this information. It is
always a good idea to reach out to the teacher to get that feedback.

Our next meeting will be in November.


